variety of stationary phases and mobile-phase additives that are now available provides the flexibility 48 enabling chromatography to be used to adjust the properties of the partitioning phases [5] , so as to 49 directly model biological partition rather than mimicking it. However, to model biological partition with 50 chromatographic data, it must be verified that the balance of intermolecular forces governing the two 51 systems is the same. 52
In more general terms, the deconvolution of the intermolecular interactions governing chromatographic 53 retention is a topic of great interest in many analytical fields. property, in this case, log k (k is the retention factor). The contribution from electron lone pair 65 interactions is expressed by eE, interactions of a dipole type by sS, hydrogen-bond interactions by aA 66 and bB, and differences in cavity formation and dispersion interactions for transfer of the solute from 67 one phase to the other, by vV. The solute descriptors (often called solvatochromic descriptors) are 68 formally defined as excess molar refraction, E; dipolarity/polarizability, S; effective hydrogen-bond 69 Figure 1A shows the envelope corresponding to three VolSurf+ descriptors (W3, W5 and W7) obtained 85 with the water probe. They represent the volume of the molecular envelope which is accessible to, and 86 interacts attractively with water molecules at three levels of interaction energy (-1, -3 and -5kcal/mol). properties and not to the solute. This is shown in Figure 1C . 103 Some years ago, VolSurf descriptors and PLS were used to calculate and interpret log P in alkane/water 104 system [13] . In 2011 the same strategy was applied to model log k30 (k30 is the isocratic retention 105 factor) data for a series of Pt(II) derivatives [14] . The capacity factors of the 76 compounds were determined in eight HPLC systems [9] . The 129 specifications of the HPLC systems are in Table 1 ; further details are in the original paper [9] . Each 130 system is identified by an abbreviation (Table 1) , used throughout the text. Six different columns were 131 investigated and different composition of the mobile phases were adopted. Log k values were available 132 for four reversed phase (RP), three normal phase (NP) and one hydrophilic interaction (Hydrophilic 133
Interaction Liquid Chromatography, HILIC) chromatographic systems (Table S1 in the Supporting 134
Information shows the descriptive statistics of log k). Taken together retention characteristics were 135 highly diverse as confirmed by the correlation matrix (Table S2 in the Supporting Information) that 136 evidences a large variability in cross correlations (Pearson coefficients). 137
Building PLS models 138
To relate log k values with the chemical structures of compounds mathematically, a PLS study was 139 performed as will be described. 140
Firstly, the 3D structures of the 76 molecules in the dataset were built (see Experimental Part) and, for 141 each structure, 82 descriptors (the full list of descriptors is available in To validate these models internal validation was firstly used. Whereas some researchers in the QSAR 150 field support internal validation, others consider that internal validation is not a sufficient test to check 151 the robustness of models, and external validation is necessary [15, 16] . In this case, however, since the 152 sample size is small, and thus holding a portion of it back for testing would be wasteful, it was preferred 153 to use cross-validation, with multiple rounds using different partitions (Table 1 shows Q 2 for the LOO 154 procedure, but results were similar with different partitions). Most of the PLS models in Table 1 (apart  155 from the CN-NP system, which is a limit situation) showed R 2 >0.6 and Q 2 >0.5, and satisfied the 156 
values (data not shown). 158
The relatively low R 2 values might be due to the complexity and molecular flexibility of the dataset, 159 whereas the small difference between R 2 and Q 2 supports the stability of the models. Some outliers were 160 identified for 6 out of 8 systems. An in-depth analysis of the reasons for the presence of outliers (most 161 of them probably related to the flexibility of compounds) is outside the scope of this study, but it is 162 worth noting that the inclusion/exclusion of outliers slightly altered PLS statistics, but did not alter the 163 chemical interpretation of the PLS models (see below). 164
Mechanistic interpretation of PLS models 165
The main drawback of PLS models is the difficulty of interpreting them from the chemical standpoint. weights is what allows VIP to reflect not only how well the dependent variable is described but also 179 how important that information is for the model of the independent variables. Note that ∑ . 180
As explained in the Introduction, the best interpretation of VolSurf+ descriptors is achieved when they 181 are grouped into six blocks. Therefore, to obtain a fully optimized interpretation of the PLS models 182 (Table 1 of VolSurf+ descriptors expressing size and interaction with the water probe. In RP systems, the size 218 block contributes significantly to increasing interaction with the stationary phase, whereas the same 219 block is significant and of opposite sign in NP systems. Interestingly, for HILIC the contribution of the 220 size block is very important, but of negative sign, distinguishing this system from both RP and NP, as 221 might be expected [18] . The block of water descriptors is of negative sign in RP systems, but positive 222 for NP and HILIC systems. This confirms that hydrophilic compounds prefer the mobile phase in RP 223 systems, whereas they have greater affinity for the stationary phase in NP and HILIC systems. 224
The blocks size, HBA and (although in minor extent) HBD enable the four RP systems to be classified. As expected the HILIC system shows a unique profile. As mentioned above, the block of size 237 descriptors is the most important whereas the block of HBA is slightly less so. These findings show that 238 two polar compounds with similar size can be separated by the HILIC system investigated (Table 1) on 239 the basis of their HBD properties. This supports experimental evidence about the application of HILIC 240 systems containing high amounts of acetonitrile in the mobile phase to the separation of amines and 241 peptides. [18] . It should be stressed that application of this analysis method to different HILIC systems 242 could, significantly, improve a thorough understanding of retention behavior of HILIC, thus enhancing 243 their applicability domain. 244 different mobile phase composition (polar for the RP system and apolar for the NP system; see Table 1) . 246
As Figure 2 shows, in the presence of the same stationary phase, different mobile phases can completely 247 alter the balance of intermolecular forces responsible for retention. 248 OH-NP and NH 2 -NP are a pair of systems that use the same mobile phase (Table 1) Table 3 . 262 263 Insert Table 3  264   265 As expected, the RP and NP systems have little similarity (not above 33%). Among the RP systems 266 investigated, LM values range from 85% to 76%. Among the NP systems, LM values range from 66 to 267 77% confirming the qualitative results discussed above. The LM analysis also confirms that the HILIC 268 system is more similar to NP (about 70%) than to RP (about 28%) systems. 269 
Conclusions 283
The QSRR analysis performed in this study demonstrates the goodness of the VolSurf+ descriptors, for 284 describing the mechanism of chromatographic retention at the molecular level. The PLS models based 285 on VolSurf+ descriptors were interpreted via custom-designed parameters (BR and LM) to fully exploit 286 the interpretative potential of the VolSurf+ descriptors in quali-and quantitative terms. 287
The potential applications of this kind of analysis are numerous. In drug discovery programs, the 288 reliability of lipophilicity indexes determined on immobilized biomacromolecule stationary phases 289 could be verified, and biomimetic chromatographic partition systems may prove to be better models 290 than log P for use in ADME studies, or otherwise. 
